LIVE
Monday-Friday
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM (ET)
XDS Program Name: Mark Levin

**EXACT TIMES**

- T59 NETCUE T59 Local Break
- T60 NETCUE T60 begins with :10 pad for Local ID in/out of break
- T61 (:08) Stinger T61 going into floating breaks, T61 sent 3 seconds into the 8-second stinger. This permits a 5-second station ID over the stinger.
- LID Top - Off - Hour :10 Local ID is filled with Program ID and may be covered by station.
- All Local Breaks (except 00:00 - 06:00 - 57:50) are filled with PSAs and/or spots.

Listener Call-In Line: 1-877-381-3811

Except where exact times are indicated, local breaks float and will occur at approximately 15:00 and 44:00.

Westwood One Affiliate Relations:
(212) 735-1130 Darion Melito

For Technical Help Contact
Westwood One TOC:
(914) 908-3210
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